Investigating the role of ‘yeah’ in stance-dense conversation
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Abstract

This study investigates characteristics of stance-related discourse function, stance strength, and polarity in uses of the word ‘yeah.’ In an annotated corpus of 20 talker dyads engaged in collaborative tasks, over 2300 ‘yeahs’ fall into six common stance-act categories. While agreement, usually with weak, positive stance, accounts for about three-quarters of the instances, opinion-offering, convincing, reluctance to accept an idea, backchannels, and no-stance represent other common stance-related uses. We assess combinations of acoustic-prosodic characteristics (duration, intensity, pitch) to identify those which differentiate these stance categories for ‘yeah’ and to determine how they relate to levels of stance strength and polarity. Differences in vowel duration and intensity help to differentiate these fine-grained functions of ‘yeah.’ Within the larger agreement category, we can further assess the effects of stance strength and polarity, finding that positive polarity is signaled by higher pitch, lower intensity, and longer vowel duration, while greater stance strength shows higher pitch and intensity. Finally, a small set of negative ‘yeahs’ is examined for more specific stance functions which may be distinguishable by differing pitch and intensity contours.
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1. Introduction

When someone is talking, understanding the full scope of their intended meaning involves more than just comprehending the words and decoding the syntax. It also involves understanding the shades of meaning that are encoded in intonation, prosody, and shifts in pronunciation. One of these layers of meaning is stance-taking: an individual’s expression of an attitude (typically positive or negative) toward a particular object, claim, or person [1, 2]. Aspects of pronunciation variation associated with prosody (e.g., vowel duration, speech rate, pitch excursion, and intensity) reliably differentiate levels of stance strength in spontaneous speech at a coarse level of analysis [3, 4, 5]. However, more fine-grained analyses of stance-act categories, and their relationships to acoustic variation in spontaneous conversations, have not yet been undertaken.

Building on previous coarse-grained analysis of stance acts in the ATAROS corpus [4], we identified the cue word ‘yeah’ as a good candidate for further investigation; it has a high occurrence frequency and is associated with a variety of stance acts in the corpus, ranging from the discourse function backchannel (typically with no stance) to emphatic agreement (strong, positive stance). Cue words like ‘yeah,’ ‘okay,’ ‘alright,’ etc. (sometimes referred to as discourse markers) may convey information about discourse structure or make a semantic contribution [6, 7, 8]. Such multi-function words are particularly useful for exploring prosodic cues to specific layers of meaning. In several studies on cue words, prosodic variation, such as pitch accent type, has been shown to reliably distinguish discourse contributions, such as backchannels, from semantic contributions of affirmative cue words such as ‘okay’ and ‘alright’ [7, 8, 9]. In these studies, while lexical context was a good determiner of the role of cue words, acoustic features related to prosody were also well correlated with cue word roles: backchannels typically ended in a rising intonation while agreements and cues to new discourse segments ended in falling intonation; new-segment cues had high intensity while discourse segment closers had very low intensity [8].

Given previous findings on the utility of acoustic-prosodic features in differentiating both stance strength and cue word roles, we propose that one or more such features differentiate stance-related uses of the word ‘yeah.’ More specifically, we predict that vowel duration, intensity, or pitch patterns are associated with fine-grained differences between stance-act types such as agreement, opinion-offering, convincing, reluctance to accept an idea, and backchannels. We test this prediction using a large sample of stance-annotated conversations taken from the ATAROS corpus, described in Section 2, and acoustic analyses presented in Section 3. Findings are summarized in Section 4.

2. Corpus and annotation

All measures are taken on the ATAROS corpus, which contains high-quality audio recordings of speaker-pairs (dyads) engaged in collaborative tasks designed to elicit a high density and variety of stance moves [4]. The sample in this study consists of 20 different dyads (7 female-female, 3 male-male, 10 mixed-gender) completing two of the tasks: the Inventory task, in which dyads arrange household items on a map of an imaginary superstore, and the Budget task, in which dyads cut expenses from an imaginary county budget. The interactions are hand-transcribed in Praat [10], and word and phone boundaries are automatically time-aligned to the audio using the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced-Aligner (P2FA [11]). In this sample of 8 total hours of conversation, more than 2650 ‘yeahs’ are uttered.

2.1. Stance annotation

Interactions in the corpus are annotated at two levels. At a coarse utterance level, every “spurt,” or stretch of speech between pauses of at least 500 ms, is labeled holistically for stance strength (none, weak, moderate, strong) and polarity (positive,
negative, neutral) [5]. Weighted Cohen’s kappas with equidistant penalties are 0.87 for stance strength labels and 0.93 for polarity labels, with the unweighted kappa for combined labels at 0.88. For these annotations to be useful in the current analysis of ‘yeah,’ which often comprises an intonational phrase attached to an utterance with a separate discourse function, the spurt-level labels are replaced with strength and polarity assessed for each ‘yeah’ independently.

At a finer-grained level, annotators label only words and phrases which perform ‘stance acts’ (akin to dialog acts involving stance-taking) in categories such as:

- o Offer of opinion or recommendation (e.g., “I think we should...”), “That’s really important!”
- s Solicitation of opinion or agreement (e.g., “What do you think?”), “I read that.,” “I know because I was there”
- c Convincing/credibility: Support (reasons, evidence, experience) for a stance (e.g., “And that’s why...,” “I read that...”), “I think I was there”
- a Agreement, acceptance (e.g., “I agree, absolutely”)
- d Disagreement, rejection (e.g., “No”, “That’s not right!”)
- r Reluctance to accept a stance (e.g., “Well, maybe”)
- h Hedging or softening of a stance (e.g., “That’s just me”, “Well, I don’t know, but...”)
- t Teamwork/solidarity: Rapport-building, encouragement (e.g., “Good idea”, “Now we’re getting somewhere!”)
- b Backchannels (e.g., “Mm-hm, yeah.”)
- 0 No-stance (unlabeled for stance type, e.g., factual questions and answers: “Do you have the paper?” – “Yeah.”)

Multiple labels are applied to phrases performing more than one stance act type; e.g., offering a suggestion (0) with questioning intonation to solicit another’s opinion about it (s). In the distributions shown in Table 1, about half of the ‘yeahs’ in categories (o, r, c) are also labeled with type (a); these are not included in the (a) counts since they are indistinguishable from their respective ‘yeah’ categories on all measures (duration, pitch, intensity). Annotators consider both lexical and prosodic information in determining the makeup of stance acts, and each annotation is verified or modified by two additional annotators.

Of all ‘yeahs’ in the sample, 2475 (93%) fall into the six most common categories (a, 0, b, o, r, c), which have sufficient tokens for further analysis and are used by at least 20 speakers, even after 209 are excluded due to inaccurate forced alignments and other technical problems. As detailed in Table 1, about 75% of ‘yeahs’ are involved in agreement, as might be expected, while little more than 5% are backchannels. While ‘yeah’ is a very common backchannel in general, the collaborative tasks in the ATAROS corpus elicit mainly short exchanges rather than the longer turns that encourage backchannels. The proportion seen here is comparable to that found in other collaborative-task-oriented corpora (e.g., the Columbia Games Corpus described in [8]), but lower than that observed for unstructured telephone conversations (e.g., in SWITCHBOARD [12]).

3. Analysis

To investigate whether stance type, strength and polarity affect acoustic-prosodic features, we extract speaker-normalized measures of duration, intensity, and pitch for all ‘yeah’ instances.

Table 1: Distribution of ‘yeahs’ by stance type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance type</th>
<th>N uttered</th>
<th>N analyzed</th>
<th>N speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a—agreement</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td>1691</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0—no stance</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b—backchannel</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o—opinion</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r—reluctance</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c—convincing</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>2475</strong></td>
<td><strong>2266</strong></td>
<td><strong>40</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyses first consider characteristics as a function of type, then strength and polarity, where we control for type using the large agreement category except for the rare negative polarity case.

3.1. Stance type

3.1.1. Vowel duration

Vowel duration is compared across tokens via the ratio of the duration of each ‘yeah’ vowel instance to the mean duration of all vowels for the speaker within the task in which it appears. This normalizes for variations in speech rate between speakers and tasks. Overall, the vowel in ‘yeah’ is about twice as long as the collective vowel average (duration ratio mean: 2.1). A one-way ANOVA (assuming unequal variance) shows stance type to have a significant effect on vowel duration (F(5,189) = 10.09, p < 0.001). Welch’s two-sample t-tests reveal two clusters of stance types: reluctance, agreement, backchannels (r, a, b) have longer vowel durations (ratio mean: 2.1) which differ as a group from convincing, opinion, no-stance (c, o, 0) (ratio mean: 1.8).

3.1.2. Intensity

Intensity is extracted using Praat [10] at every 10ms of word duration and then z-score normalized speaker–internally based on all the speaker’s utterances in both tasks. The mean is then calculated over vowel duration. In general, ‘yeah’ mean vowel intensity is slightly higher than average speaker intensity (mean: 0.37). A one-way ANOVA (assuming unequal variance) shows stance type to have a significant effect on vowel intensity (F(5,191) = 6.59, p < 0.001). With stance type categories arranged from highest to lowest intensity: r, c, a, o, b, 0, Welch’s two-sample t-tests reveal that reluctance (r) differs from all other types (mean 0.70), but the other types (with means ranging from 0.10 to 0.56) differ only from those not immediately adjacent (e.g., backchannels (b) differ from all types except its neighbors, no-stance and opinion (o, 0)).

The smoothing-spline ANOVA plot in Figure 1 shows intensity contours of each stance type across word duration. To compare differing word lengths together, the nearest z-score normalized measurement to every decile (10%) of word duration is used, with splines connecting the means at each decile, shown here from 30%-90% of word duration in order to reduce edge effects from the initial glide. The clusters identified by durational differences are indicated by line color: (r, a, b) in black, (c, o, 0) in gray. Congruent with the t-tests for mean intensity, the members of each duration cluster are separated by their intensity contours. In the longer-duration cluster, reluctance maintains the highest intensity and shows the most separation from all other types, while agreement shows moderately-high intensity and backchannels moderately-low. In the shorter-duration cluster, no-stance maintains the lowest intensity, while
opinion-offering and convincing have similar contours which remain flatter after the peak near word midpoint, rather than falling as all other types do. This may be an effect of utterance position, as opinion-offering and convincing most often appear utterance-initially or -medially, while the other types also end utterances or stand alone as complete utterances.

3.1.3. Pitch

We extract pitch using Kaldi [14] at every 10ms of word duration and then log-scale and z-score normalize these values speaker-internally, similarly to the case for intensity. Overall, pitch measures do not add much information, other than to confirm that reluctant ‘yeahs’ behave differently than the other types. A one-way ANOVA (assuming unequal variance) shows stance type to have a significant effect on mean word pitch (F[5,189] = 8.05, p < 0.001). As with intensity, Welch’s two-sample t-tests show that reluctant ‘yeahs’ differ from all other types, with the highest mean pitch (mean 0.407), while the other categories overlap with their neighbors (means -0.254 to 0.014), as seen in Figure 2. Backchannels and agreement have the lowest pitch, and the backchannels on average lack the final rise observed in other work (e.g., [8]). In addition, reluctant ‘yeahs’ have higher mean and maximum pitch than words immediately preceding them.

In addition, all three strength levels show separation throughout their pitch and intensity contours, as seen in the smoothing-spline ANOVA plot in Figure 3, in which gray shading indicates 95% confidence intervals around the mean pitch contours. While all slopes decline over word duration, pitch clearly increases with stance strength. The same pattern holds for pitch minimum, maximum, range, and comparison to immediately preceding words, in which moderate-strength ‘yeahs’ show slightly higher maximum pitch than their neighbors. Strength levels do not differ by minimum vowel intensity, but maximum intensity increases reliably with each strength level (F[2,84] = 27.70, p < 0.001).

In addition, all three strength levels show separation throughout their pitch and intensity contours, as seen in the smoothing-spline ANOVA plot in Figure 3, in which gray shading indicates 95% confidence intervals around the mean pitch contours. While all slopes decline over word duration, pitch clearly increases with stance strength. The same pattern holds for pitch minimum, maximum, range, and comparison to immediately preceding words, in which moderate-strength ‘yeahs’ show slightly higher maximum pitch than their neighbors. Strength levels do not differ by minimum vowel intensity, but maximum intensity increases reliably with each strength level (F[2,84] = 27.70, p < 0.001).

3.3. Polarity

In the annotation process, speech marked as having stance strength (weak, moderate, strong) is also marked for polarity, i.e., as expressing positive, negative, or neutral sentiment. Unsurprisingly, ‘yeah’ is usually positive (83% of the analyzed sample), occasionally neutral, showing neither clear positive nor negative stance (16%), and rarely negative (1%). Here we investigate differences between positive and neutral ‘yeahs’ within the largest stance type category, agreement, while the few negative tokens in the sample are examined qualitatively.

3.3.1. Positive vs. neutral

Of 1626 ‘yeahs’ in the agreement category with stance strength, 1466 (90%) are positive and 155 neutral. One-way ANOVAs (assuming unequal variance) show that positive ‘yeahs’ have significantly longer vowel duration (F[1,183] = 4.03, p < 0.05), pitch ranges that extend significantly higher (F[1,203] = 18.89, p < 0.001), and a faster intensity drop, which significantly lowers mean vowel intensity (F[1,191] = 5.31, p < 0.05). The effect
of intensity can be seen in the smoothing-spline ANOVA plot in Figure 4, in which mean intensity for positive agreeing ‘yeahs’ declines more sharply after word midpoint.

3.3.2. Negative
Negative uses of ‘yeah’ are rare, so results here are qualitative and must be interpreted with caution, but the findings may guide future work. In a previous stage of analysis on a smaller corpus sample, before the fine-grained stance type annotation had been completed and before strength and polarity were assessed for each ‘yeah’ independent of its utterance, 43 ‘yeahs’ that occurred in negative utterances were examined for their stance function in a manner similar to later stance type annotation. Four categories of functions emerged from this analysis [15], which were differentiated by their pitch and intensity contours: “tough problem” (an expression of shared difficulty) and “that’s bad” (agreement with a negative assessment) group together with lower pitch, while “reluctance” (to accept an idea) and “yeah but” (preceding explanation against a stance) group with higher, curving pitch (dipping and domed, respectively), but “tough problem” and “reluctance” show low, flat intensity, while “that’s bad” and “yeah but” have higher, domed intensity.

In the current, larger sample, after assessing the polarity of each ‘yeah’ independently of its utterance, only 16 ‘yeahs’ are annotated as expressing negative sentiment. Six of these occur in negative utterances and therefore overlap with the previous data set; the remaining 10 are categorized by stance function according to the scheme applied to the previous sample. This yields 7 tough problem ‘yeahs,’ 4 yeah but, 4 reluctant, and 1 that’s bad. While all four in the reluctant function category are also annotated for stance type as reluctance, the other categories are varied. Each includes agreement, tough problem includes reluctant, no-stance, and opinion, and yeah but includes reluctant, no-stance, and convincing. Since components of the two annotation schemes overlap, the mapping between their categories is not one-to-one, but all produce logical pairings, with the possible exception of those marked as no-stance. With annotation schemes executed independently, it is plausible that stance type annotation determined that these ‘yeahs’ did not clearly contribute to a stance, while strength/polarity annotation found them to be weakly negative.

In contrast to the previous sample, the function categories in the current sample are not cross-cut by pitch and intensity contours; rather, they may be divided into two groups: tough problem clusters with reluctance with both higher pitch and intensity,
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